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The angular dependences of concentration broadening of EPR spectra for nitroxide spin probes in liquid
crystals were experimentally measured. The obvious angular dependence of the broadening found for ori-
ented smectic liquid crystal HOPDOB proves the paired localization of the probe molecules. The numer-
ical calculation of the angular dependence taking into account the magnetic dipolar and spin exchange
interactions have been used for quantitative determination of position of probes in the pairs. The prob-
able localization of the probes in the smectic layer is discussed.

� 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and orientation of molecules in paramagnetic liquid crystals. The
In recent years, technological interest has been drawn to mate-
rials formed by liquid crystals with low-molecular-weight or poly-
mer components dissolved [1–9]. Therefore, the methods useful for
determination of molecular structure of such materials become
important. At present, unfortunately, the experimental means for
studying of the molecular structure of liquid crystals are very lim-
ited. There are few papers describing the NMR determination of
orientation and translation molecular order of liquid crystalline
media [10–12]. In particular, authors of [11,12] have determined
the localization of admixture molecules within the smectic liquid
crystalline layers.

Dipole–dipole and exchange magnetic interactions of paramag-
netic particles are known to determine line shape of magnetic res-
onance spectra [13–18]. This circumstance is used as a source of
information about the structure of solids containing paramagnetic
centers. In particular, the angular dependences of EPR spectra were
recorded for characterization of low-dimensional crystalline mag-
netics [19,20]. Earlier [21] we have demonstrated the using of
EPR measurements for quantitative characterization of positions
method is based on the analysis of angular dependence of concen-
tration broadening of EPR spectra. In the presented work, we
develop this approach for determination of relative positions of
paramagnetic probe molecules in diamagnetic liquid crystalline
media. The liquid crystals 4-n-octyl-40-cyanobiphenyl (8CB) and
p-hexyloxyphenyl ester of p-decyloxybenzoic acid (HOPDOB) have
been chosen as smectic materials. The structure of paramagnetic
probes used are presented in Fig. 1. To acquire the angular depen-
dence of the broadening, the EPR spectra of oriented liquid crys-
talline samples with different concentration of paramagnetic
probes were recorded at different directions of sample axis relative
to the magnetic field of the spectrometer.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

4-n-octyl-40-cyanobiphenyl (8CB) (Aldrich) was used without
additional purification. P-hexyloxyphenyl ester of p-
decyloxybenzoic acid (HOPDOB) was synthesized in RIAP (Kiev fac-
tory of chemical agents, indicators and analytical specimens) and
purified by recrystallization from ethyl acetate. The liquid crystals
have nematic and smectic mesophases in the following tempera-
ture ranges (T, K):
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Fig. 1. Paramagnetic probes and liquid crystals used in present work; the direction of main orientation axis in molecular coordinate frame (gx, gy, gz) of the nitroxide moiety is
shown.
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Fig. 2. Angular dependence of EPR spectra for spin probe A5 in SmC HOPDOB
(352 K), concentration 2.87�10�4 M (a) and 3.35�10�2 M (b) The spectra recorded at
0–90� with the step of 10� are presented.
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8CB: Cr-(294.2)-SmA-(305.7)-N-(313.2)-Iso [22];
HOPDOB: Cr-(335.6)-(SmE, SmB)-(317.6)-SmC-(350.6)-SmA-(3
56.4)-N-(362.0)-Iso [23,24].

Fig. 1 shows chemical structures of liquid crystals and spin
probes employed in this work. The probe C4 was synthesized in
accordance with method described in [25,26] and kindly granted
by Prof. Rui Tamura (Kyoto University, Japan). The stable radicals
A5 and A3 were synthesized by methods [27] and [28], accordingly,
and kindly granted by Prof. Steven Bottle (Queensland University,
Australia). Stable radical triphenylverdazyl (TPV) kindly granted
by V.K. Cherkasov (Razuvaev Institute of Organometallic Chemistry
of RAS, Nizhny Novgorod, Russia).

2.2. Sample preparation

The solutions of spin probes in liquid crystals were obtained by
mixing the appropriate amounts of components and keeping the
samples at temperatures of isotropic phase of liquid crystals for
two hours. The 0.1 ml of solutions of spin probes with different
concentrations were placed in quartz ampoules (inner diameter
3 mm) and were degassed at pressure of 10�3 Torr for several
hours at the temperature of isotropic state of the material. The
low concentration samples where changes in the EPR spectrum
do not occur at further dilution were used as a reference. The sam-
ples where measurable broadening of the spectrum had been
observed were used as high concentration samples. The concentra-
tion range in our experiments was 2�10�4–4�10�2 M (5�10�3–
1.0 mol%). All samples were aligned by magnetic field of EPR spec-
trometer (0.5–0.6 T) in the course of slow cooling of the sample
from the isotropic to the mesophase state. The orientation axis of
liquid crystals after the aligning was directed perpendicular to
the axis of the ampoule.

2.3. Angular dependence acquisition

X-band EPR spectra were recorded with spectrometers ‘‘Varian
E3’’ (Palo Alto, CA, USA) and ‘‘Bruker EMXplus’’ (Bruker Biospin,
Karlsruhe, Germany). For recording of the spectrum at the meso-
phase temperature, the ampoule was placed into an EPR Dewar
tube with airflow of required temperature. The temperature was
controlled with the accuracy of ±0.5 �C. It was found experimen-
tally that it takes 3 min for the sample temperature to equilibrate
with the temperature of the flow.

A series of EPR spectra (18 or 19 in total) were recorded by
rotating the sample tube relative to the magnetic field of the spec-
trometer. The angle v between the sample orientation axis and the
magnetic field direction was varied from 0� to 90� and from 95� to
175� with the 10� step. Below, the set of such spectra is referred to
as the ‘angular dependence of EPR spectra’. Angular dependences
for samples with different concentration of probe A5 in liquid crys-
tal HOPDOB are presented in Fig. 2 as typical examples. The angu-
lar dependences of spectra for other studied systems are presented
in the Supplementary Material.

Angular dependences of EPR spectra at low concentrations of
spin probe were used for determination of orientation of probe
molecules in the aligned liquid crystals. The values of concentra-
tion broadening were determined from angular dependences of
spectra at higher concentration.



Table 1
The angles (see Fig. 1) defining the main molecular orientation axis in the molecular
magnetic reference frame.

System b,�
(mesophase)

c,�
(mesophase)

b,� (77 K) [43] c,� (77 K) [43]

C4-8CB 39.6 ± 0.9 90.0 ± 1.0 33.8 ± 0.7 87.8 ± 1.8
A5-HOPDOB 90.3 ± 0.3 90.4 ± 0.3 89.8 ± 5.8a 98.5 ± (1–2)a

A3-HOPDOB 115 ± 5.0 �41.5 ± 0.5 89.9 ± (1–2)a �39.2 ± (1–2)a

a The data for samples of A3 and A5 in 8CB are presented, as the solubility of
these probes in HOPDOB at low temperature does not allow obtaining resolved EPR
spectra.
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2.4. Determination of the broadening of EPR spectra

Linewidth of the EPR spectra at low concentration of paramag-
netic probe is defined by magnetic anisotropy of the probe (aniso-
tropy of g- and hfi-tensors), as well as by orientational order of
aligned medium and frequency of molecular rotational motions.
EPR spectra of samples with higher concentration of probe are
additionally broadened by magnetic dipole–dipole and spin
exchange interactions of paramagnetic particles. The concentration
broadening can be measured as the difference between line widths
of spectra for samples with high and low concentration of the
probe [29,30]. It is well-known that anisotropy of nuclear hyper-
fine interaction shows itself heavily in linewidth of the outermost
components of EPR spectra. The width of the central component of
the spectrum, on the contrary, is least sensitive to magnetic aniso-
tropy of probe. Therefore, the values of concentration broadening
are determined from the width of the central spectral component
most precisely. Two procedures were used in the present work
for the measurement of linewidth. The first one is the direct mea-
surement of peak-to-peak distance DHpp (fields distance between
minimum and maximum points for the component recorded as
first derivative curve). The second procedure is based on the
numerical simulation of experimental spectral components using
the convolution of Gaussian and Lorentzian functions (Voigt pro-
file). The Fourier transform of the spectrum line was calculated
as follows:

SFðw;DHL;DHGÞ ¼ GaussFðw;DHLÞ � LorFðw;DHGÞ ð1Þ
where GaussF and LorF denote Fourier transform of Gaussian and
Lorentzian functions accordingly. DHG and DHL are the peak-to-
peak width for Gaussian and Lorentzian components.

The Voigtian line shape can be described by different methods
(see, for example, [31–34]). We have used the formulation
described in [35]. The Gaussian and Lorentzian width DHL and
DHG are determined by nonlinear least-squares fitting for every
spectrum of angular dependence independently. The experimen-
tally observed line width DHpp was calculated in this case using
the following expression [36,37]:

DHG

DHpp

� �2

þ DHL

DHpp
¼ 1 ð2Þ

The search of the best fitting parameters was performed using
the minimizing program NL2SOL [38]. The values of uncertainty
calculated by this program are presented below as experimental
errors of determination. The best-fit line shape coincided with
the experimental one within the noise of spectra recording. The
values of line width determined by the two procedures described
above were practically the same.
3. Results and discussion

The angular dependences of EPR spectra for low concentration
of spin probes were numerically simulated using the stochastic
Liouville equation, as described in [39]. Discussion of detailed
results of spectra simulation is out of the scope of the present
work. It is only important here that in the course of this simulation
the direction of main orientation axis in molecular coordinate
frame is determined with high accuracy. This molecular orienta-
tion axis defines the predominant orientation of probe molecule
relative to director of the ordered liquid crystalline medium. The
examples of determination of molecular orientation axis from
angular dependence of spectrum are presented elsewhere
[35,39–44]. The values of angles defining the orientation of probe
molecules C4, A3 and A5 in the studied media are collected in
Table 1. The characteristics of molecular orientation determined
earlier [43] for similar samples in the supercooled state (77 K)
are presented in Table 1 for comparison. Good agreement between
the molecular orientation axes determined at different tempera-
tures can be seen.

The concentration broadening of EPR spectra for samples of
probe A5 in HOPDOB is illustrated in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 demonstrates
the angular dependence of width of the central component for
samples C4 in 8CB and A5 in HOPDOB with different concentra-
tions. One can see in Fig. 3a that angular dependence of linewidth
of C4 probe at higher concentrations is merely shifted to higher
values, keeping the overall shape of the dependence. The angular
dependence of concentration broadening in this system is small
and comparable with experimental uncertainty. It is known that
spin exchange broadening is independent of the direction of the
external magnetic field. The dipole–dipole interaction, on the con-
trary, is essentially angular dependent. The angular dependence of
dipole–dipole interaction vanishes only when paramagnetic spe-
cies are randomly distributed in the sample. Thus, the probe C4
in 8CB demonstrates the spin exchange broadening, which is the
result of diffusion collisions of probe molecules. The possible
dipole–dipole interaction is almost isotropic and therefore it is
averaged over random spatial distribution of the probe. The same
results were obtained for triphenylverdazyl (TVP) radical in 8CB.

The evident angular dependences of concentration broadening
of EPR spectra in our experiments were found for probes A5 and
A3 in smectic HOPDOB. It is illustrated in Fig. 3b for the case of
A5 in SmC HOPDOB. The dependences for A3 in HOPDOB are pre-
sented in the Supplementary Material.

For the determination of arrangement of probe molecules in the
liquid crystalline structure, the theoretical simulations of the
obtained angular dependences were used in the present work.
The simulations were performed numerically using the procedure
described in detail earlier [21]. The procedure consists in calculat-
ing the Fourier transform for the broadened component of EPR
spectrum in accordance with the following expression:

SFðw;vÞ ¼ 1
2p

Z
GausFðwÞ � LorFðwÞ � HddFðw;vÞdu ð3Þ

where v is the angle between the director of liquid crystalline med-
ium and the magnetic field of the spectrometer; GaussF and LorF
denote the Fourier transforms of Gaussian and Lorentzian functions
with the width defined by spin exchange; HddF describes the
dipole–dipole broadening for pair of molecules by following
equations:

HddFðw;vÞ ¼ cos wHdd
2

� �
;

Hdd ¼ l 3 cos H�rðw;u;r;aLÞ½ �2�1
jrðw;u;r;aLÞj3

ð4Þ

Expressions (4) were derived for the pair of paramagnetic cen-
ters, which are connected by the radius vector r(w, u, r, aL) and are
coupled by dipolar interaction [21]. The radius vector is a function
of structural parameters of the ordered medium. The angle r is the
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Fig. 3. Experimental angular dependences of width for central component of EPR spectrum; (a) C4 probe in smectic 8CB (304 K) at concentrations 8.37�10�4 M (points),
2.37�10�2 M (squares), 0.17 M (triangles); (b) A5 probe in SmC HOPDOB (342 K) at concentrations 2.87�10�4 M (points), 3.35�10�2 M (triangles); circles show the angular
dependence of the concentration broadening (difference of width).
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angle between the radius vector and the plane of the smectic layer,
the angle u is the azimuthal angle of the radius vector. The angle aL
is the tilt angle of molecular axis of the liquid crystalline molecules
relative to the smectic layer normal. The angle w describes the
macroscopic orientation of biaxial smectic layers relative to the
sample. Use of all these angles is necessary for the description of
the smectic C phase only. The angles aL and w are equal to zero
for the smectic A phase. Moreover, the expressions (4) in our
experiments were found to be independent of the value of w,
because the radius vector r was directed predominantly along
the liquid crystal director (r is close to 90�).

If the sample comprises some differently oriented layers or
different interacting pairs of probe molecules, corresponding
summation or integration over all possible orientations should
be performed in Eq. (3). The integration over all possible values
of angle u was used in our calculations. The inverse Fourier trans-
form of Eq. (3) produces the shape of the broadened spectrum
component. The difference between the width of the broadened
component and width of unbroadened component is the calcu-
lated value of concentration broadening which is angular
dependent.

The concentration broadening in the considered systems is
determined both by spin exchange, which is proportional to colli-
sion frequency, and by magnetic dipole–dipole interaction of pairs
of probe molecules, fixed on defined distances. The exchange
broadening was assumed to be the same for all probe molecules.
Thus, every experimental EPR spectrum was described as a sum
of exchange-broadened spectrum with fraction (1 � a) and spec-
trum, broadened by exchange and dipolar interactions, with frac-
tion a. The value of fraction a was one of the variable parameters
of model. The shape of the broadened component was theoretically
calculated using the following sequence of steps:

(1) The central component of experimental spectra at low con-
centration of the probe was simulated with a Voigt profile.
The unbroadened Gaussian and Lorentzian widths, DH0

G

and DH0
L , were determined from this simulation.

(2) The shape of exchange-broadened component was calcu-
lated using expression (1) with the linewidth calculated as
follows:
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180

0.8 , deg

Fig. 4. Experimental (points) and calculated (lines) angular dependences of the
concentration broadening for central spectral component of EPR spectra; (a) for
probe A5 in SmC HOPDOB (empty points) and SmA HOPDOB (filled points); (b) the
same as for probe A3.
DHG ¼ DH0
G þ DHex

G

DHL ¼ DH0
L þ DHex

L

ð5Þ

where DHex
G and DHex

L are the Gaussian and Lorentzian
exchange broadening.
(3) The shape of additionally dipolar broadened components
was calculated with expression (3) using the values of width
(5).

(4) Inverse Fourier transform was performed to obtain the
exchange-broadened and dipolar broadened spectra. These
spectra were summed up with definite fractions forming
the calculated spectrum. The width of the calculated spectral
component was obtained as peak-to-peak distance DHpp.

(5) The calculated value of broadening was obtained as the dif-
ference between the width of the calculated broadened com-
ponent and the width of the unbroadened component for
low concentration sample.

In the case of the probe A5 the described calculations demon-
strate good agreement with the experimental values of broadening
only when angle r is equal to (90 ± 10)�. It means that the vector
connecting the two paramagnetic centers is arranged along the
director of the liquid crystal. In this case, the expressions (3) and
(4) can be appreciably simplified, as dipolar interaction no longer
depends on the values of aL, w, and u. The best description of the
experimental broadening is presented in Fig. 4. The corresponding
values of parameters are collected in Table 2.

The best description of angular dependence of the broadening
for the probe A3 in HOPDOB is also shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that
experimental values of broadening are measured with noticeable



Table 2
The characteristics of probe mutual positions determined by the description of the concentration broadening of EPR spectra for radicals A5 and A3 in HOPDOB.

A5-HOPDOB A3-HOPDOB

SmA SmC SmA SmC

Fraction of probe molecules subjected to magnetic dipolar broadening (molecule in the paired state), a 0.17 ± 0.1 0.30 ± 0.1 0.36 ± 0.1 0.46 ± 0.1
Gaussian exchange broadening, DHex

G 1.5 G 1.75 G 0.55 G 0.55 G

Lorentzian exchange broadening, DHex
L 1.75 G 1.0 G 0.45 G 0.35 G

Distance between nitroxide moieties in pair of probe, R 16.5 ± 0.2 Å 17.0 ± 0.2 Å 16.7 ± 0.2 Å 17.0 ± 0.2 Å
r 90 ± 10� 90 ± 10� 72.5 ± 1.5� 70 ± 1�
aL – – 0� 20 ± 3�

Fig. 5. Relative position of radical probes A3 and A5 subjected to magnetic dipolar
interaction, in SmA HOPDOB. The scheme is in accordance with data of
Tables 1 and 2 (see text).
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uncertainty. The errors shown in Fig. 4 is the sum of uncertainties
obtained by nonlinear least-square description of spectra for sam-
ples with low and high concentrations of probes. It should be noted
that experimental errors are contained in the calculated values of
broadening as well, because the width of spectra for low concen-
tration of probe was used in the calculation.

Fig. 4 shows that the difference between angular dependences
for SmA and SmC mesophases is small. In the case of probe A3 in
HOPDOB, this difference is almost negligible relative to experimen-
tal uncertainty.

One can see in Fig. 4 that calculated dependences are in accor-
dance with experimental ones. The calculated dependences
demonstrated very high sensitivity to the values of parameters.
The small deviation from the values presented in Table 2 results
in a large change of calculated values of the broadening (see Sup-
plementary Material). Thus, in spite of large experimental uncer-
tainties of determined values of concentration broadening, the
structural characteristics of mutual arrangement of radical are
determined reliably. The uncertainties of obtained structural
parameters are presented in Table 2.

The data presented in Table 2 evidence that the arrangement of
pairs of probe molecules connected by dipolar interaction is
approximately the same in SmA and SmC mesophases. The most
noticeable difference is seen in the fraction of molecules being in
the paired state. This value is larger for the SmC phase. The second
difference is a somewhat better agreement of experimental and
calculated dependences in the case of SmC in comparison with
SmA. Both of these differences are obviously the result of poorer
alignment of the higher temperature SmA phase. Thus, the SmA
phase is characterized by wider and more random distribution of
admixture molecules. In addition, the exchange broadening in
SmA is somewhat larger than in the SmC phase. This result reflects
larger molecular mobility in SmA.

The distance between radicals in pair for probes A5 and A3 were
found to be very close. However, the directions of vectors connect-
ing radical centers in pairs of A5 and A3 are different. In the former
case, this vector coincides with the liquid crystal director, whereas
in the latter case, it is tilted with respect to the director by �20�
(r � 70�). The probes A5 and A3 differ also by values of exchange
broadening. This difference reflects the larger diffusion mobility
of A5 caused by relatively smaller molecular size of this radical.

Relative position of the probe molecules in accordance with the
data presented in Tables 1 and 2 is shown in Fig. 5. The position of
pairs of liquid crystalline molecules is also shown in Fig. 5 for com-
parison. Coordinates of this pair were determined from the results
of X-ray diffraction [45] for crystalline phase of p-hexyloxyphenyl
ester of p-octyloxybenzoic acid, which is the closest analog of HOP-
DOB. The thickness of the smectic layer of HOPDOB has been eval-
uated earlier as 30.3 Å [46] and 32 Å [47]. The latter value defines
the scale of Fig. 5.

The radicals A5 in Fig. 5 are directed by the Y-axis of molecular
magnetic frame along the director of liquid crystal (NO bond is per-
pendicular to director, see angles b and c in Table 1). The vector
connecting radicals A5 in the pair coincides with the director.
Molecular orientation axis of probe A3 is tilted relative to the NO
bond by �41� and, as a whole, coincides with the longest axis of
the molecule. The molecules of A3 in the pair are shown in Fig. 5
as parallel, but nitroxide moieties are placed on the opposite ends
of the molecules of the pair and one molecule is shifted along the
director relative to the second molecule of the pair. These relative
positions are in accordance with values R and r in Table 2.

The mutual position of radicals shown in Fig. 5 leads to some
conclusions concerning the nature of intermolecular bonding,
which causes the observed ordering. The probe molecule A5 was
found to be located in such a manner that aromatic fragments of
the radical are close to the aromatic groups of the liquid crystal
molecules. Possibly, the radicals are bound with surrounding mole-
cules by p-stacking interactions. At the same time, the NO radical
group of pair A5 is at the distance which is equal to the distance
between oxygen atoms in the ester bonds of the liquid crystal.
Nitroxides are known to form weak bonds with different organic
molecules [48]. Obviously, the weak bonding of aromatic and/or
nitroxide fragments is responsible for the observed distance
between radicals in pairs.

The radicals A3 are able to form the same weak bonds with liq-
uid crystal molecules. Additionally, the relative position of A3
obtained from the analysis of dipolar broadening hints that the pair
of A3 radicals is connected by p-stacking interactions between the
triple bond of one molecule and the phenylene fragment of the
other. The possible weak bonding of radicals in the pair and radi-
cals with liquid crystal molecules is marked in Fig. 5 by dashed
lines.

Fig. 5 describes the ordering of the SmA mesophase. The SmC
mesophase should be characterized by a nonzero tilt of molecules
relative to the layer normal (parameter aL). The studied systems
demonstrate that the direction of radical-to-radical vectors is close
to the director of the medium (angle r is close to 90�). The dipolar
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broadening in these conditions becomes low sensitive to the tilt
angle aL. Nevertheless, the calculated angular dependence of the
broadening for SmC phase coincides somewhat better with the
experimental one if the tilt angle aL is equal to 20�. This estimation
agrees with the value 20–25�, obtained for HOPDOB earlier [49].

4. Conclusions

The presented data demonstrate the angular dependence of
magnetic dipole–dipole broadening of EPR spectra for nitroxide
spin probe in liquid crystalline media. The analysis of this angular
dependence gives the information concerning the molecular struc-
ture of liquid crystal as well as localization and mutual positions of
probe molecules. The angular dependence appears when nitroxide
radicals are able to form specific weak bonds with molecules of liq-
uid crystal and if the radicals occupy definite positions within the
structure of liquid crystal. Such situation has been found for liquid
crystal HOPDOB. The nitroxide probes in this medium tend to form
molecular pairs inside the smectic layers. The geometrical charac-
teristics of the pair have been determined. The smectic 8CB did not
demonstrate this phenomenon within the accuracy of experiment.
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